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18 December 2018 

 
 

By Email: matt.smith@metrotrains.com.au 
 
 

Dear Mr Smith,  
 

Re: Pakenham East Depot 
 

Thank you for providing a diagram of the Downer site at Pakenham East on 10 December 2018. The Locomotive 
Division seeks clarification on a number of issues. 

1. According to the diagram supplied by Metro Trains, it appears to have three (3) separate designated 
locations within the Pakenham East facility where Downer will have non train drivers driving trains. How is 
it proposed to move trains to and from these separate Downer sites by non-qualified train drivers?  

2. Metro Trains and Downer may drive trains in particular arears according to the advice on the diagram, how 
does Metro Trains propose to accomplish that without breaching the Enterprise Agreement?  

3. There are a number of activities proposed in the advice box on the diagram that would require an interface 
agreement between Metro Trains and Downer, could you provide a copy of this agreement?  

4. Could you confirm that all Metro Trains facilities including the Train Drivers Depot are in the Downer 
accredited area? If so, who will hold the responsibility as the designated occupier? 

5. In addition, could you also confirm which personnel and what work and/or duties will be conducted in the 
orange, green and blue boxes denoted on the Metro Trains diagram? 

6. The Metro diagram attempts to define a multiple stakeholder location at Pakenham East Depot by 
boundaries that appear to overlap. Also, Metro and Downer have indicated that these boundaries may be 
increased or decreased from time to time. What process and / or agreement will govern any future boundary 
changes? 

Please contact the office should you require any further information. 
 

 
 
Yours Sincerely 

 

 
Marc Marotta  
Divisional Secretary   
 
 


